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Constructed in 1911, the gallery's interior bares its true essence and material structure. Concealed behind the 
walls, the cable lines divulge the concealed infrastructure of the space, revealing the architecture in its naked 
form. As we enter the ground floor, Elza Sile's large-scale aluminum plates appear as extensions of this 
composite of mineral material, which, despite its meticulous arrangement, pulsates with a three-dimensional 
organic life of their own.  
 
The lines that trace her compositions become continuations of the systems of vectors still visible on the walls, 
transforming her aluminum plates into blurry looking glasses that uncover the invisible systems responsible for 
the objects' appearance and substance.  
 
Influenced by the notion of the set as a technological, scientific, and psychological principle, Elza Sile employs 
the grid as a foundation for investigating unforeseen growth and systematic mutation. Like living organisms let 
loose onto a sequential stage, the materials resist the constraints of their conventions, escaping the plates and 
transforming into petrified traces – three-dimensional shells that testify to diverse material stages, their 
durability and capacity to perform.  
 
Like a game or motherboard, these abstract paintings represent a collection of non-living objects that, through 
physical and immaterial connections, seek significance through narrative and interrelation. Their arrangement 
on the metal sheet, comparable to the order of the gallery space, in which they are displayed, function as 
memory devices that transport the viewer into Sile’s fascination for natural forms and the capacity of objects, 
lines, and materials to chronicle the passage of time.  
 
Connected through wires, silica and graphite pencil lead, the paintings bridge these active materials through 
arches and lines, building her own architectural sets and basis for a new paint order. The acrylic travels through 
these abstract canvases like insects, snail-like acrylic paint structures, leaving sticky traces and threads fueled by 
abiotic life.  
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Elza Sile was born 1989, in Riga, Latvia and lives in Zurich. This is the second solo exhibition at the gallery. 
Recent solo exhibitions include at Embajada (Puerto Rico, 2023); KIM? Contemporary Art Center (Riga, 2022); 
PHILIPPZOLLINGER (Zurich, 2021) and unanimous consent (Zurich, 2020). She has participated in numerous 
group shows, such as at Diez (Amsterdam, 2023); Centre d'art Pasquart (Biel, 2022); Haus Konstruktiv (Zurich,  
2022); Misako & Rosen (Tokyo, 2022) and Kunsthalle Zurich (2020). In 2020, Sile was a recipient of the 
Werkschau Prize Zurich and in 2021, she received the art stipend City of Zurich. In 2022, Sile completed a 
residency at ISCP New York.  
 

 


